Available Edges

Standard

“D” Edge

180º

50”
Roman

Regent Edge

31.5”

30”

Premier Edge

Dealer Displays
Dealer displays include maple framed
sample boards of over 310 stock
colors and patterns. Counter-Form
edge profile boards are also available.

No-Drip

Single Bevel
with Full Wood

7”
With our fleet of trucks, Counter-Form ships
countertops throughout Wisconsin, Minnesota and
Illinois. We also have the ability to ship nationwide.

Single Bevel with
Laminate Band

Bevel

Crescent

Cascade

Gem Loc®
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Square
Laminate Never Looked So Good

Undermount Sinks
Create the look of granite or solid surface
with an undermount sink. Counter-Form
offers many undermount options including
stainless steel, quartz and acrylic sinks with

In 1976, Counter-Form began operations focusing on

equal or unequal double bowl, single bowl

a single goal: To make the highest quality postform

and bar sinks. Combining an undermount

countertop in the industry at an affordable price,

sink with one of the many “stone finish”

while providing customers with the best in

laminates gives the rich look and

service. Forty years later, although techniques

feel of granite or solid surface at a

and product lines have changed, our goal remains

fraction of the cost.

the same. Counter-Form offers unsurpassed
experience from our office staff to our
fabricators. We offer quick lead times and
the best in customer service. Discover
why Counter-Form is an industry leader.

Colors & Edges
Counter-Form crafts a complete line of
custom, cut-to-size countertops with
all the colors and patterns available
from Wilsonart®, Formica®, Pionite®,
Arborite®, Greenlam and Nevamar®.
We stock over 310 of their best-sellers
and offer many different edge profiles.

Custom Shapes

Counter-Form can fabricate an
infinite array of creative possibilities.

Counter-Form is known for its
craftsmanship and expertise in the
design and fabrication of custom

Premium Quality
On the surface, laminate countertops
all look pretty much the same.
It’s what is underneath that
separates Counter-Form from
the rest! Constructed from the
highest quality 45 lb. western
pine industrial board, our
countertops offer a ½” solid
pine scribe for easier installation.
Another unique offering is the
vapor barrier strips we apply to
the front and side edges to protect
against moisture and chipping.
With Counter-Form quality
countertops, what you don’t
see makes all the difference!

countertops. Angles, shapes, custom
edges… bring us your ideas and
we’ll help create a look that is
uniquely yours.

